Prima
Heat Lamp®

TOP
PICK

Use to warm lambs, goat kids and other
newborn animals (including puppies). Also
works as a reliable heat and light source for
poultry brooders. 9-3/8" diameter. 15" tall.

Common Uses
• To warm lambs, kids, chicks and other
young birds/animals.
• Safe heat source in dog kennels for
puppies and short-haired dogs.
• Provides warmth in barns or stables for
any animal that is sick, weak or cold.
Prima Heat Lamp, 4.1 lb......................................#557100

Heat lamp DO’s
1. Unplug the lamp when not in use.
Or use ThermoCubes. Saves $$ in energy
and bulbs.
2. Use 175 watt bulbs. 250 watt bulbs cost
more to use per hour, and their extra heat
wattage is often not needed.
3. Clip lamps very securely by the top clip
holder (not the cord). Do not place or loop
cords where it’s possible for animals to
reach them—particularly adult sheep,
goats or pigs.
A lamp that falls onto animals and/or
bedding has consequences that can be
very serious—including fire.

Heat lamp DON’Ts
1. Don’t hang lamps closer than 20" from
bedding or baby animals that can’t easily
move away from them.
2. Don’t allow adult animals access to heat
lamps. It’s important to prevent adult
animals from abusing (bashing, butting,
etc.) the lamp fixture. When this happens,
the bulb and fixture are at risk of damage.
In mixed pens with mothers and young,
we take extra steps to protect the lamp
from the adults (e.g. creep pens).
3. Don’t enclose heat lamps in barrels or
similar small spaces. The heat must be
allowed to move away from the lamps.
4. Don’t use heat lamps any longer than
necessary. Lambs and kids only need
extra heat when they are wet newborns or
weak or suffering from hypothermia.
(We’ve heard reports of folks using them
continuously for 2–3 months, much longer
than needed!)

• Durable
• Safer
• Effective
• World-class

Great heat lamp. A
much better design than
the common heat lamp
that you’ll pick up from
your local supply store.
– Bradly R., Virginia

Reduce the worry!
A safer, effective alternative to common designs

A multispecies
heat lamp

SUPERIOR
HANGING SYSTEM

ANTI-CHEW WIRE

The spring wire protects
the 16 ft cord.

Use this reliable clip
holder with a heat lamp
clip (see below) to
quickly hang and secure
your heat lamp.

VENTED CHIMNEY
SYSTEM

Puppies

Allows greater
heat displacement.

PROTECTED
BULB

COOL PLASTIC

The bulb is held by a
superior ceramic fixture
and it’s very secure—
recessed and contained
by a protective grid.
The grill attachment is
easy to attach, though
it’s still not as easy as
we would like.

Chicks

The glassreinforced plastic
is resistant to high
temperatures and
ornery animals.
Does not get
hot to the touch.

Lambs
1
2
Heat Lamp
Clip

Securing the Lamp
1. Heat Lamp Clip
Fast, simple way to hang our
heat lamps. Will fit 3/8" rods and
smaller. 3"L x 1.5"W.
Heat Lamp Clip, 0.10 lb............... #557040

2. Thread cord through panel.
The cord becomes a backup
support if the clip should happen
to fail.

Watch Online

SECURING A HEAT LAMP

premier1supplies.com/videos

Others’ Heat Lamps
FAILURE-PRONE
Hanging system.

HOT METAL

Becomes
hot to the touch.

UNPROTECTED
BULB

Minimal wire grid allows
hot bulb to be too close
to animal and bedding.

Goat Kids

Heat bulbs that last!

Never-loose guarantee & 6-month nonstop life!
If a never-loose base becomes loose or broken, contact us for free replacement.

Why do other bulbs
often disappoint?
Most commonly available infrared
bulbs cost less but they usually fail
within a few months. Why?
• Base breaks away from the bulb.
• Glue degrades (due to the heat).
• Glass and filament are so fragile that
minimal impact shatters them.
Premier’s bulbs, by intent and design,
address all three of these issues.

Red or clear?

What wattage?
If animals are indoors or a heated
shed or barn, we use 175w bulbs. If
there is no other heat, we use 250w
bulbs during chilly, cold weather.

Help bulbs last longer…
Tired of bulbs burning out too quickly?
Follow these workable rules:
• Use ThermoCubes to turn the lamp
on/off as needed for warmth.
• Turn off (unplug) when not in use.

Which bulb color is best?
For many, it comes down to personal
preference. We have tested the bulbs
and have successfully raised lambs, kids,
chicks, ducklings/goslings with both.
Clear bulbs provide more light, which
is useful when doing chores in the barn.

• Carry the lamps with care.
• Don’t power-wash the lamp.
• Prevent contact by adult animals.

Cement adhesive only

Premier bulbs—never-loose base

Small solder

Attached with cement adhesive. Heat soon
causes the cement to dry and lose its adhesive
properties. Base then breaks away from the bulb.

175w clear (2 pk), 0.70 lb...................... #557030
175w red (2 pk), 0.70 lb.........................#557031
250w clear (2 pk), 0.70 lb..................... #557032
250w red (2 pk), 0.70 lb........................ #557033

• Don’t enclose lamps in barrels. This
degrades both the lamp and the bulb.

Bulb Comparison
Other bulbs

Smooth Glass Infrared Bulbs

Never-loose base. Available in red
or clear. 175 watt (Premier’s choice) or
250 watt. Sold/priced in packages of 2.

Base screws onto bulb

Large solder

Premier’s bulbs don’t use cement adhesive.
Instead, the base screws into the bulb. A large
weld of solder fixes the base onto the threads.

These are the best heat lamp
bulbs I have ever found. The
base never comes loose, and
they last a very long time. They
are heavy duty, and are perfect
with the Prima Heat Lamps,
which are also the best. I stock
up on these every year and will
not buy other bulbs. They are
not worth it.
– Kendra C., Arkansas

